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IT’S NOT A “PERCEIVED CRISIS”

Joe Cirincionne

One-time seminars on the “perceived” crisis in the Catholic Church or conferences on Church responses to the crisis might momentarily relieve student, faculty, community emotions. They might indicate, short-term, that Jesuit colleges and universities care, and these endeavors might even have good PR value. But Jesuit higher education ought to be thinking long-term with the academic tools at its command.

At Rockhurst, we’ve made much about teaching people how to think, not what to think. Learning how to think, especially about their faith lives, our graduates comprise an enlightened laity, particularly in the Catholic Church — a major accomplishment of Jesuit education across the globe, a major contribution to the Church.

Long-term, this accomplishment will help to eliminate the mind-set that has tolerated despicable acts in the Church — the acts of perpetrators and members of the hierarchy who have ignored the victims and enabled the predators. Without blindly accepting “what to think” about morality, Jesuit-educated laity can make informed moral decisions when confronting immoralities in the game of established authority, whether a priest’s or another figure’s, or twisted rationalizations of established authority, whether the Church hierarchy’s or some other governing body’s.

Furthermore, by knowing how to think, Jesuit graduates know the difference between truth and perception and the need to check perceptions against reality. An educated laity will not spin its wheels in postmodern paralysis, wondering whether what it knows to be harmful and predatory may actually be benign just because others perceive it to be. Jesuit-educated laity will be well beyond this relativistic nonsense voiced so often today.

Along these lines, presumably reputable academics (Rind, Bruce, Phillip Tromovitch, and Robert Bauman, “A Meta-Analytic Examination of Assumed Properties of Child Sexual Abuse Using College Samples,” Psychological Bulletin 124.1 (1998): 22-53) have tried to advocate the notion that adult-child sexual relations are not always abusive. They argue that scientists shouldn’t indiscriminately use judgmental terms like child sexual abuse, victim, or perpetrator. Rather, they should “focus on the young person’s perception of his or her willingness to participate and his or her reactions to the experience,” as if a child’s perceptions could charge the reality of what had occurred. Our graduates know how to think about pedophilia, and they know that perception doesn’t morally justify J, any more than academic or Church authority.

Our graduates know that pedophilia is morally reprehensible. They know that Holy Orders or a Ph.D. in psychology doesn’t make it right. They know that hierarchical compassion doesn’t make it right either. In fact, they know today that the Church isn’t facing a perceived crisis — it’s a real one. The fact that Rome may believe that zero tolerance is a bit harsh regarding mentally reprehensible actions of the clergy only shows how real this crisis is.

Fortunately, some in the Church hierarchy value an enlightened laity. For instance, Bishop Boland of the Kansas City-St. Joseph Diocese set up a model for reviewing abuse charges against clergy; his review committee comprises lay people only — some non-Catholic — suggesting just how well an educated laity can serve the Church through independent moral decision-making.

Joe Cirincionne is a professor in the English Department at Rockhurst University.

QUESTIONS OF JUSTICE

Mary Ann Donnelly

The fundamental mission of a college or university is to search for and disseminate knowledge and truth. This forum addresses a specifically focused reprinting of the question posed by Father General Hans Kolvenbach, S.J., at Santa Clara University in 2000: “How can the Jesuit colleges and universities in the United States express faith-filled concern for justice in what they are as Christian academies of higher learning, in what their faculty do, and in what their students become?” Questions of justice surely are at the heart of the current “crisis” not only for the victims, but for the members of the church as a whole.

I will discuss two specific points. The first is the contribution Jesuit colleges and university can make to what could be the development of a more just